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Telstar introduces its new generation of plants for leak detection and SF   6

filling for high voltage switchgears.

After more than 50 years in the market, and dozens of plants sold worldwide, 
you can benefit from our experience in building machines for Gas Insulated 
Switchgears (GIS).

For companies producing electric equipment, the waste and inefficiency in 
the production processes damage its competitive advantage and its 
profitability. Telstar’s plants offer a high uptime rate and a high efficiency.

Functions of the GIS plants are:
 Evacuation of the switchgear.
 Internal drying of the switchgear.

-7 Leak detection to the 10  range.
 Precise SF  filling.6

 Leak location by helium sniffer.
 Removal of SF  gas.6

The evacuation of the switchgear is performed in parallel to that of the 
vacuum chamber, thus assuring that differential pressure is never exceed, in 
any sense. 

When the evacuation if completed, Helium is filled in the GIS, up to the 
setpoint pressure. The integral leak test is done by means of an Helium leak 

-7 -1detector that allows to detect leaks down to 10  mbar·litre·sec . 

In addition, the new exigencies to 
reduce the SF  emissions to the 6

atmosphere have leaded to 
technologic improvements in the 
filling machines. 

Minimal SF  emissions. That is the 6

goal in the Telstar GIS plants. In the 
normal filling sequence, SF  emissions 6

can be reduced to less than few 
ppms of the charge. 

The gas removal is also offered. 
Recovery rates higher than 99,99% 
are achieved. The SF  can be either 6

reused, reclaimed or destroyed, 
according to its condition. 
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Uptime

Machine’s configuration

Internal Helium contamination is the main 
reason for downtime in the leak detection 
plants. Telstar plants reduce the downtime 
to minimum, both preventing the 
contamination and assuring a fast 
recovery in case that it happens.

Downtime for maintenance is also 
reduced to a minimum by installing the 
most reliable components. For instance, Telstar vacuum valves have 
demonstrated that can operate more a million times without maintenance. 

Vacuum Chamber

Telstar’s chambers are made in Stainless Steel and commonly in cubic shape 
to minimize the foot print and the dead volume.

One or two sliding doors, either manual or automatic are provided. The 
chamber has room for 1, 2 or 3 GIS that can be processed in parallel or 
individually.

To assure the chamber’s tightness, Telstar installs a double seal system for the 
door with inter-mediate vacuum. This reduces very much the needs of 
maintenance.

Manifold

Inside the chamber there are as many flexible hoses as GIS can be loaded. 
The hoses end on a exclusive Telstar designed fast connector.

Telstar’s exclusive HC connector perfectly seals the filling tube while assuring 
a high conductance for fast evacuation and filling.

An electronic proximity sensor prevents from miss operation.

The hoses lead to the ‘manifold’ 
consisting on a set of valves that allow the 
several operations inside the GIS, like:

Air evacuation.
Helium filling.
Helium evacuation.
SF  filling.6

A mass flow meter can measure the 
quantity of SF  filled in each GIS.6
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Helium leak detector

Vacuum pump set

Electric cabinet

Helium recovery

Telstar works closely with the main suppliers of Helium leak detectors, so we 
select the detector according to the end user preferences.

For a fast, automatic, auto-test of the system a calibrated leak is installed on 
the vacuum pipe.

External calibrated leaks are located inside the chamber for a precise 
calibration of the whole system. Telstar is an accredited laboratory for 
standard Helium leaks calibration.

The vacuum pumps are required for chamber’s evacuation as well as for GIS’ 
evacuation.

Brand names are selected according to client’s preferences.

Frequency converters, automatic gas ballasts, water cooled pumps, enhanced 
oil drainage... are some common options in our pump sets.

Made according to the CE regulations, it includes all the electric elements 
required for the plant. 

The PLC is also located in the cabinet, as well as the human interface, 
commonly a colour touch screen.

An UPS avoids problems in case of power interruption.

Although Helium is a noble gas, non contaminant for the atmosphere, it may 
be worth to recover it for economic reasons.

Helium is collected in a flexible balloon instead of been released to the 
atmosphere, so it can be reused many times.

The Helium consumption is reduced approximately by 90% with the 
recovery system.



SF  charging6

SF  recovery6

SCADA Software

The SF  gas charging is done in a very precise and fast way.6

Measures of pressure, temperature and mass flow, as well as weight of the 
SF  cylinder can be made to cross check the values.6

The machine operates in a way that the emissions of SF  to the atmosphere 6

are virtually eliminated.

The SF  gas recovery is done in a fast and quantitative way.6

First, the SF  is extracted from the GIS and stored in a flexible balloon. This 6

extraction is made by means of a dry vacuum pump of the appropriate 
pumping speed and all process is controlled to maintain the pressure 
difference within its limits.

Once in the balloon, the SF  gas is compressed by means of standard 6

recovery stations and filled either in gas or liquid form in suitable containers.

The SCADA (Supervision Control and Data Acquisition) software is the right 
tool to ensure the reliability and traceability of the operations.

Its common features are, among others:
 Batch report.
 Real time synoptic diagram.
 Maintenance schedule.
 Recipes management.
 Plant settings.
 Real time graphic recorder.
 Historical recorder.
 Production statistic reports.
 Comparison against standard batch.
 Historical record of events and alarms.

The Scada software runs in a PC linked to the PLC. 

The Scada is the human - machine interface, offering a useful tool to manage 
the whole process.
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